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Inside the pockets of this lavishly illustrated protective folder, youâ€™ll find a full set of fifth edition

Dungeons & Dragons character sheets for use in any D&D campaign.This product includes three

additional styles of double-sided character sheets giving veteran players options based on their

individual play preference and spell sheets for keeping track of their magical repertoire. Each

character sheet provides plenty of room to keep track of everything that makes a character

unique.Also included is an introductory character sheet designed specifically to help ease new

players into the game.Fans can use these character sheets to welcome new players to the

worldâ€™s greatest roleplaying game or choose a variant that fits their preferences.
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This purchase was just okay for me. Basically, the product delivers what was promised, so it's

possible I set my expectations too high. That is why I gave it 3 stars instead of 2. But I was (and still

am) very much on the verge of giving it 2 stars instead. You get the following:1. A folder that isn't of

particularly thick stock. I doubt it will stand up to much gaming table abuse. It has some basic

information along the inside bottom flaps that is more geared to newer players, listing the various

things your character can do on its turn. For newcomers to the game, this seems like an excellent

resource. For veterans, it would never get used. I would have liked the see the folder built tougher.

The cover art on the folder, however, is really attractive, particularly the skulls and roses motif along

the bottom.2. Four copies of the default 5e character sheet, double sided. The paper stock feels

maybe just a tiny bit heavier than standard copy paper (all of the character sheets are on this same

bond, so I won't repeat the description below). You can download this exact character sheet for free



from the Wizards of the Coast website.3. Four double-sided copies of a slightly modified 5e

character sheet that gets rid of the Personality Traits, Ideals, Bonds, and Flaws, and uses that real

estate to expand the box for Features & Traits. If you play in a game where those background traits

are not used, then this is actually a pretty decent version of the character sheet. Personally, I love

the background traits, so I won't be making use of this sheet.4. Four double-sided copies of yet

another slightly modified 5e character sheet. This iteration keeps the background traits. It groups all

of the skills together in subsections next to their associated ability score. The sheet also trims away

some space from Features & Traits to expand the equipment section. I think Features & Traits is an

important enough section that losing some of its valuable real estate for equipment is not an ideal

move. This character sheet can be downloaded for free from the Wizards of the Coast website. It is

called "Character Sheet - Alternative."5. Four single-sided copies of the spell page of the standard

5e character sheet. This can be downloaded for free from the Wizards of the Coast website.6. Eight

single-sided copies of a simplified 5e character sheet intended for use with brand-new players. I do

not like this character sheet at all. It uses two very huge pieces of real estate for "Things You Should

Do" and "Thinks You Shouldn't Do." But, I will admit that this might be a solid sheet for someone

brand new to roleplaying games. So I grudgingly give this sheet about a C+ grade.All in all, I'm a bit

disappointed, especially for a $9.95 product. It's basically a cheap (but attractive) folder and a bunch

of character sheets, most of which you can download for free from Wizards of the Coast

themselves. I would have liked to see something more akin to the old school AD&D character

portfolios, in which you could write huge amounts of information on your character's backgrounds,

deeds, last will & testament, companions, enemies, etc. With the  pre-order price guarantee, I got

this product for $6.01. I think I paid about the maximum I think this product is worth.

Exactly what it says it is. The best part is the folder, though, which can hold plenty of papers and

sheets. Not to mention the extremely useful references written on the inside of the folder.

Great character sheets. A simple one sided one for newer players and 3 variations of two sided

ones for more advanced players who know what they want to do with their characters. Also comes

with spell sheets, and all in a nice folder to keep things organized. Easy to photocopy and it's

basically encouraged to, so you'll never need to buy sheets again.

Its exactly what it says it is. Character sheets in a folder. There are a different ones. While I don't

think they are necessary as you can print them off from the website. But in a bind they will be useful.



ok, nice looking but I expected a bit more. You can print these sheets off the web.

Pretty folder with a small amount of character sheets. I bought it hoping there would be a good stack

of character sheets included since I don't have a printer at the moment. Only 20 character sheets

split between two styles, and 4 spell sheets. A little disappointing.

I've been waiting for these to come out since the latest version came out. I've found that good

official character sheets make understanding parts of the game easier when you see them laid out.

As described.
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